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PHYSICS WITH

BOTTLED ANTIPROTONS——

by

M. V, Hynes and L. C. Campbell
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

The same beam cooling techniques that has allowed for high
luminosity antiproton experiments at high energy also provides the
opportunity for experiments at ultra-low energy. Through a series
of deceleration stages, antiprotons collected and cooled at the
peak momentum for production can be made available at thermal or
sub-thermal energies. In particular, the Los Alamos collaboration
is developing an RFQ-pulsed ion trap beam line for the antiproton
gravitational mass experiment (PS200) at LEAR that will provide
beams of antiprotons in the energy range 0.001-1000.0 c’;. Antipro-
tons at these energies make these fundamental particles available
for experiments in condensed matter and atomic physi:s. The recent
speculation that antiprotons may form metastable states in some
forms of normal matter could open many new avenue~ of basic and
applied rezearch.

THE ANTIPROTON GRAVITY EXPERIMENT AT LEAR—— ..— — — —

Theoretical approa~hes to gravitation ~bound whereas experiments in

gravity can be ccmnted on one hand. A fundamental measurement in experimen-

tal gravity that has not yet been done is the measurement of the

gravitational force on a~tims,tter. In certain extended supergravity models,

specif~c particles have different gravitational masses from their associated

antiparticles.1 However, as yet there has been no direct test of this predic-

tion. The gravity experiment at LEAR (PS200)2 will test directly the

equality of particles and antiparticle gravitational masses in the baryon

sector with protons and nntiprotons.

Experimentally we plan to use the time of-flight (TOF) technique

pioneered by Vitteborn and Fnirbank in their measurement of the gravitational

force on the electron.3 In this approach the particles are launched

vertically up a drift tube. The ‘1’OFof the particle up the tube together

with the initial velocity gives a measure of the gravitational force acting

on the particle. For such a vertical launch and a fix~d drift length, !,

where the detector is mounted, there will exist a critical initial velocity

such that the particle arrives at the detector with zero velocity. FOK all



initial velocities lower than the critical one, the particle simply does not

have enough initial kinetic energy to make it to the detector. Thus, there

will exist a cutoff time in the TOF spectrum (tc.fi). In our experiment

we will be dealing with a one dimensional t4axwe11-Boltzmanndistribution of

velocities. To measure the gravitational effect on antiprotons, the initial

velocity and hence the kinetic energy distribution has to be low enough in

average value so that the resulting TOF spectrum has sufficient particles

near the cutoff time for a significailtmeasure~ent. The energy required is

more conveniently measured in degrees Kelvin rather than the more familiar

MeV or keV. The scale for these energies and how they relate to the physics

and experimental equipment used at other energies is displayed in Fig. 1.

The thermometer shown in the figure is calibrated in electron vol.&sdown the

left hand side with the corresponding temperature in degrees Kelvin on the
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right. The physics of interest is schematically indicated on the right hand

side whereas on the left, the experimental eqllipmentused is listed. The

realm of high energy physics is somewhat arbitrarily indicated to start at

1014 K (1010 eV) and extend upward without limit thru 1016 K (1012 eV). The

SPS for instance operates at - 2.7 x 1015 K (2.5 x 1011 eV). Normal LEAR op-

erations span the temperatures between 1.5 x 1013 - 5.8 x 1010 K (1.3 GeV - 5

HeV). On the upper end of this range the ~h experiment runs with all the

stop experiments at the lowe~ end. As shown in the figure, antip~oton

temperatures in the range of 1 - 10 K are required for the gravity experi-

ment. In order to achieve this antiproton temperature we are designing an

RFQ decelerator and ion trap system. Such a system will extend the normal

LEAR operating temperatures by ten orders of magnitude. Such an extension of

ant?proton temperatures opens very exciting possibilities in atomic physics,

condensed matter, chemistry and solid state.

The overall system we are planning is displayed schematically in Fig. 2.
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The experimental sequence starts with the extraction of a 2 lleVbunched beam

from LEAR. Ar present, beam at LEAR is available at 5 ileV with poor

emittance. However, during the ACOL shutdown, LEAR will be upgraded to pro-

vided the 2 FfeVfast extracted beam with good emittance that is required by

our experiment. The bunched beam in LEAR has a macrot”me structure set by

the 8th harmonic buncher already in the LEAR ring. A single phase bucket of

this bunched beam is fast extracted fkom LEAR and delivered to the entrance

of our experimental beam line. A microtime structure matched to the oper-

ating frequency of the RFQ decelerator will also be imposed on the

macroburst. This microstructure can be imposed either in, or external to the

LEAR ring. 3unching in LEAR makes the most efficient use of antiprotons,

whereas bunching externally will have higher loss rates. In the figure an

external bunching section is shown. In any event, this bunched beam at 2 PleV

is decelerated in an RFQ currently under design at Los Alamos4 to 20 keV.

With a suitable bending magnet in the beam line the 20 keV beam can be made

available to our experiment or to others. Immediately following the RFQ is

the first stage of pulsed ior traps that will be used to captu~e, store, and

cool the antiprotons. The first stage catching trap is shown in schematic

cross section in Fig. 3. This device is cylindrically symmetric about the

horizontal axis and is designed along the lines of a Penning trap.5 The

multiring coniig~ration provides a harmonic potential along the horizontal

axis centered at the electrode with the circular cross section when the elec-

trodes symmetric about this one are at specially matched potentials. The
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Schematic cross section of the first stage catching trap. The
~ev CC- is azimuthal~y symmetric about the horizontal axis, The entrance
electrode is elongated to accommodate the beam burst length after the elec-
trostatic acceleration stage,



endcap electrodes at the far ends of the multiring array have small (-0.6 cm

diameter) apertures in them to allow the beam burst to enter or exit. A mag-

netic field along the horizontal axis generated by the solenoid shown in the

figure provides the radial confinement of the burst. Initially the beam

burst emerging from the RFQ is 50 cm in length and enters the catching trap

from the left in the figure. At this time the entrance endcap electrodes is

at 15 kV so that the burst is decelerate to 5 kV as it enters this elongated

electrode. Tnis results in a 25 cm burst length at 5 keV propagating inside

this long electrode. When the entire burst is inside, the potential on this

electrode is quickly (-15 ns) brought to ground before the burst starts to

propagate inside the multiring array. The down stream endcap electrode is

maintained at -8 kV so that the burst decelerates inside the trap and eventu-

ally turns around. Before the burst can propagate more than half way back,

the potential on the entrance endcap electrode is brought up to -8 kV. Thus

the burst cannot leave the way it entered and is therefore caught. While in

this trap the antiprotons will be resistively cooled to 10-100 eV using well

established ion trap techn~ques. When this is accomplished, the particles

will transferred through a 90° electrostatic mirror into a highly compensated

harmonic trap located in the vertical beam line for further resistive

Coolirlg. In this intermediate trap the particles will be cooled to -5-10 K

and stored in preparation for transfer, 100 at a time, into the final

launching trap. Once the launching trap is loaded, the potential will be

suddenly dropped, thus reieasing half of the particles upward in the drift

tube. The TOF is measured using a microchannel plate at the top of the drift

tube. The vertical ion-trap-drift-tubesystem must operate at extremely low

’14 Torr) to avoid loss of antiprotons through annihilationpre$sures (-10

with residual gas atoms. Consequently this system will be cryogenic, oper-

ating at liquid Helium temperatures(-4K).

The calibration standard for our mcasureme,ntof the gravitational accel-

eration of the antiproton will be the H- ion. This ion has the same electro-

magnet~c properties as the antlproton yet is a baryon to within ‘3.1%. E-

ions will be injected into our beam line at 20 keV using an ion source

upstream of the RFO (Fig. 2). The RFQ will not be energized during ii--injec-

tion. This configuration allows us to exercise the syrtem independent of

LEAR beam oper&tions. To measure the gravitational acceleration of antipro-

tons relative to the H- ion will require the launching of a total of 106 to

107 particles for a 1% measuren~mt. There will be -108 particles in each 8th

hnrmonic macrobunch from LEAR. This is sufficient for one TOF spectrum with



some safety margin. tlany TOF spectra will be required to assure

reproducibility. Each antiproton run will be followed by a run with H- ions.

The measurement of the gravitational mass of the antiproton is a funda-

mental measurement that has not yet been performed. No convincing

theoretical argument has been made to anticipate the result. This important

measurement will test CPT symmetry in a gravitational context and provide a

powerful constraint on modern attempts to unify gravity with the other forces

of nat~le.

ANTIPROTONS IN ATOMIC AND CONDENSED—— — — ——
IIATTERPHYSICS

Originally our interest in antiprotons was sol.ly directed at executing

the gravity expe~iment. However, to accomplish this we will aevelop in

essence a thermal source of antiprotons making these particles available at

energies of interest to atomic and condensed matter physics for the first

time. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the energy regime and applicable

physics are listed along with the experimental equipment required.

Charged particle probes have provided important information on matter in

the condensed state. The arsenal of probes employed up to now includes

charged ions, electrons, positrons, and muons. Antiprotons offer a unique

new probe of matter in the condensed state.

Antiprotons are, in essence, intrinsically stable, negatively charged

particles with a hadronic mass, Unlike electrons, their dynamics in normal

matter is not driven by the Pauli exclusion principle. For this and other

reasons the photon emissions associated with the downward cascade of thermal

antiprotons from high Rydberg states contain new information about the elec-

tronic environment of the nucleus, compared to analogous Rydberg transitions

involving a leptonic mass.

The intrinsic stability of the antiproton makes it ideal for the study

of new stability mechanisms it~condensed matter. Dynamic stability, wherein

particle~ are held in A steady state (an excited state) for long times by

virtue of compensating instabilities, is particularly interesting. The

principle of dynamic stability is illustrated by the familiar alternating

gradient synchrotrons,but it i3 not limited to such macroscopic application.

The existence of localized states of dynamic stability for antiprotons is

currently an open question. Simple arguments based on electrostatics and

variational principles that imply the hbsencc of stable ~ ground states in



condensed matter are not valid when excited states are involved. A possible

example of nonlocalized dynamic stability is channeling, whereby a F in a

certain energy range travels along a particular crystallographicaxis without

annihilation.

Unlike potential applications in the fields of atomic and nuclear phys-

ics, the perspectives in condensed matter physics are not at all clear. This

is due to the novelty of conceivable applications; an extensive previous

literature from which to draw is not available. Nevertheless, four specific

condensed matter environments can be identified as possessing unique features

that might lead to significant payoffs.

The superfluid state of liquid 4He is remarkable in its display of a co--

herent quantum state over macroscopic distances. When disturbed by

boundaries and impurities this quantum state recovers over a very short

distance, approximately the size of the interatomic spacing. t!uchis known

about the behavior of a variety of impurity ions in superfluid helium. Exam-

ination of the behavior of ~ impurities offers the possibility of new

insights. Unlike free electrons, which create small bubbles in the liquid

due to their zero-point motion and the Pauli exclusion principle, ~’s should

act more like free protons and create high density clusters of 4He atoms

around themselves by electrostrictive attraction. The subsequent

annihilation of the ~ should be preceeded by photon emission containing in-

formation about its immediate neighborhood. Superfluid helium is essentially

transparent to a very wide spectrum of radiation and can be cooled to a

temperature where its own excitations are effectively absent. In fact,

approximately 13% of the superfluid helium atoms are in a Bose condensed

state of zero momentum. These features ensure the greatest possible advan-

tage in observing, with high precision, the ~ transition and decay products

in condensed m?tter because of an extremely small energy spread in these pro-

ducts due to center of mass doppler broadening. It is also possible that the

i would never see the condensed state of 4He, especially if the

electrostrictive cluster formation time is rapid in comparison to F

annihilation time. In any case, the thermal center of mass motion would

probably be the smallest achievable in any context.

It is tempting to speculate that the macroscopic quantum coherence of

the superfluid state, including the delocalization of the fraction of the 4He

in the Bose condensed state, may give rise to truly dramatic effects in the

behavior of the ~, such as coordinated annihilation, stable states, etc.

Whether such effects exist is not known, but they seem unlikely in view of



the large discrepancies in the size of the antiproton impurity compared with

the coherence length of the superfluid state and in view of the coulomb

- 4He atom compared to the energy associated with theenergy available in the p-

10SS of superfluidity over a comparable volume. Nevertheless, prudence would

recommend an open mind--surprises have occurred before in condensed matter

physics.

The liquid surface of superfluid 4He also offers a unique environment

for ~ studies because it is microscopically smooth) in equilibrium with a

vapor of effectively zero density (at low temperatures)? and can be charged

with ions either above or belo.~the surface. In particular, electrons on the

vapor side can be held against the helium surface by applying an electric

field; they do not penetrate the surface because of the relatively high

energy required to make the bubble state mentioned earlier. Because this

electronic surface charge density can be substantial and can be excited in

various plasma modes, the possibility exists of finding electron-~ states

that are bound to the surface but have negligible ~ density at the surface.

In effect, the ~ would be trapped between the external electric field and the

electronic surface charge, which in turn is repelled from the surface by the

Pauli principle. As mentioned in the general remarks above, such trapping

would have to occur in an excited state.

Many of the features of quantum coherence apply to both superconductors

and superfluids: a supercondu~?~r is essentially a charged superfluid in a

solidj neutralizing background. Electric and magnetic fields are shielded

quite effectively in superconductors over distances comparable to the

penetration depth: a length scale present only in charged superfluid and

typically having a magnitude of many lattice spacings. Th\ls, one cannot

expect known superconductors to shield and stabilize a ~ in any obvious way

on an atomic scale, but what will happen is not clear either. The origin of

the effective electron attraction, which gives rise to superconductivity, is

a subtle and delicate interplay between electronic and lattice properties,

both of which are disturbed by a ~. A best guess now is that the influence

of a ~ inlpuritymay be too localized to probe superconductivity, aithough it

could give information on other electronic structure.

A ~ is attracted to positive charge. In the presence of an effective

source of positive charge) other than protons? one could expect ~ trapping.

In many respects, especially involving dynamics and transport, the absence of

electrons in a bulk medium is equivalent to positive charge. ‘lhis“positive”

charge can be either delocalized as holes in a conduction band or localized



as ionic lattice vacancies and certain crystal imperfections. Of course,

such pseudo-positive charge cannot violate the laws sf electrostatics, and

the introductory remarks on the absence of ground state stability still hold.

Nevertheless, the existence of localized excited states of the ~-hole system

are possible in principle, and the model could serve as a fruitful paradigm.

A charged particle at an interstitial position or a vacancy position in

an ionic crystal can be localized at a point where the local electric fields

cancel, i.e. a position that is force free but nevertheless unstable. The

possibility of stabilizing this position by imposing a time varying external

electric field which effectively creates an attractive local potential well,

relative to the unstable directions, then exists. The strength and frequency

of this field may be tunable to favor particular sites and to avoid combina-

tions that would unduly disrupt the underlying crystal structure. A wide

variety of crystal types and laser sources are available to explore this pos-

sibility.

Moreover, the possibility of forming localized, stable orbits which en-

compass one or more lattice sites should not be overlooked. This coulcibe

envisioned as a microscopic, quantum analog of a storage ring. Again, exten-

sive knowledge from the science of crystal structure is available to aid in

the search for the optimum environment.

SUMMARY

A thermal source of antiprotons is currently being developed for the

antiproton gravity experiment at LEAR. This source will make antiprotons

available at energies of interest to atomic and condensed matter physics.

Charged particles have been used as a probe in these fields for many years.

Antiprotons offer many unique propert~es as a probe of normal matter.

Moreover, there may exist dynamically stable states cf antiprotons in a ma-

trix of normal matter under special conditions. Physics with bottled anti-

protons, whether in the bottle or out has many new avenues of research that

are as yet unexplored.
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